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Tractor Mac is used to driving across the fields-after all, what good are wheels if you can't use them? So he's disappointed when Farmer Bill
parks him to run a saw mill and he sees that all of the other animals and machines around him are very busy with their chores on the farm.
But when Farmer Bill finally unhooks him from the sawmill, Tractor Mac turns to see what work he has done-and he finds out that he helped
raise a whole barn!
Off-road vehicles add an extreme element to driving, and readers will see why through this text’s in-depth look at the technology and
engineering behind some very extreme machines. Readers will learn about haul trucks, logging trucks, swamp vehicles, tractors, sandrails,
military super machines, tanks, and bulldozers. The text covers each vehicle’s purpose and the history of their usage. The text also tells
readers how to pursue careers that involve off-road vehicles and where they can go to see the latest developments in extreme off-roading
vehicle technology. Colorful photographs, sidebars, and fact boxes complete the reading experience.
CoComelon, the hit kids show on YouTube and Netflix, is coming to books! This school bus–shaped novelty board book has wheels that
really turn and will get readers giggling along with its fun take on the classic song. Ride on the bus and sing along to the song lyrics with JJ
and his pals as the driver opens and shuts the school bus door, the wipers swish, the lights blink, the horn beeps, and more! This shaped
board book has wheels that will go round and round just like in the song and is great to play with after the story is over. CoComelon is the #1
kids show on YouTube (over 100 million subscribers) and #1 show on Netflix! © 2021 Moonbug™ Entertainment Limited. All Rights Reserved.
A comprehensive guide to selecting, cooking, and serving dozens of beans and legumes. Beans. Affordable, full of high-value protein, with a
long-lasting shelf life, beans are versatile—equally delicious in stews or salads. And now we are learning to appreciate their worth as
sustainability staples. Once pushed aside by Whole30 and Plant Paradox dieters, legumes have been rediscovered by home cooks
everywhere. From common classics like black and pinto to heirloom beans like Appaloosa and Dapple Greys, The Mighty Bean, written by
established cookbook author Judith Choate, provides a never-ending collection of recipes to showcase these plant-based powerhouses.
Including vegetarian, vegan, and meat-friendly recipes, The Mighty Bean inspires a new outlook on legumes. Enjoy them as appetizers such
as a Spicy Bean Dip, savor nourishing mains like Ayocote Negro Chili, and delight in desserts including Red Bean Cake. No matter the dish
or time of day, the flexibility of beans is undeniable and, with vibrant color photography, irresistible.
All kids are captivated by airplanes whether they are soaring in the sky above or in an airport waiting to take them on vacation. This
convenient storage case contains nine little books that children will want fly on through time and again. Each book is designed to inspire a
child's interest in early learning concepts, including telling the difference between big and small, many and few, long and short, plus learning
about basic colors all explained through colorful photos of airplanes and spacecrafts. Children will also have fun turning all nine books over to
complete the picture puzzle. Also available in this series: - Tractors and Farm Trucks - Rescue and Emergency Vehicles - Mighty Machines
Learn all about the cars of the future! Exciting photos and informative text introduce readers to self-driving cars. Read about car parts,
advances in technology, the future of self-driving cars, and more.
Introduces the vehicles and equipment, including tractors, plows, and harvesters, that farmers use to plant and harvest crops.
This unique visual guide charts the fascinating history of tractors and also provides an A-Z reference from around the world.

The only all-marque antique tractor restoration guide is back in print, packed with the kind of detail you need to complete
a first-class restoration. How to Restore Your Farm Tractorfeatures hundreds of helpful full-color photographs, proven
tips and techniques, and money-saving advice from restorers who know what works…and what doesn’t. Tractor expert
Tharran Gaines walks you step by step through the restoration techniques applicable to all of the most popular and
collectible makes, covering: Shopping for a tractor and setting up shop Engine disassembly and rebuild Clutches and
transmissions Final drives and brakes Steering Hydraulic, electrical, and fuel systems Tires and wheels Body repair,
painting, and decals There’s even information on antique tractor shows and demos, as well as a handy updated section
on parts sources. John Deere, Ford, Farmall, Allis-Chalmers, Minneapolis-Moline, and more…no matter your passion, with
Gaines’ guidance you will be well on your way to transforming that old tractor into a shiny “new” classic!
Tractors and Farm VehiclesFirefly Books Limited
After the first tractors appeared on the scene in the late 1890s, it took another two decades and plenty of modifications
for farmers to embrace this once-crude technology in favor of the steam engine, further advancing the power-farming
revolution. Written by an international expert in agricultural machinery, Farm Tractors takes readers back to the
nineteenth century to look at the precursors to modern tractors and travels through the years to follow the machine’s
evolution as tractors became indispensable equipment on farms across America. INSIDE FARM TRACTORS: •How
steam-powered machinery gave way to tractors, and how tractors changed the way that farmers worked •Prominent
early manufacturers and models, including Henry Ford’s legendary Model F, International Harvester’s Farmall, the
Waterloo Boy, John Deere, and many more •The use of hydraulics, the advent of diesel engines, the availability of fourwheel drive, and other technical breakthroughs •The introduction of new fuel sources as alternatives to gasoline
•Specialized tractors for orchard work, high-acreage operations, carrying loads, cultivating, and other scenarios •The
tractor industry’s major expansion following World War II •Modern-day tractors and an outlook on the future of farm
machinery
All kids are fascinated by the world of cars and trucks that they see around them every day. This convenient storage case
contains nine mini books that children will want to return to time and again. Each book is designed to inspire children’s
interest in early learning concepts, including telling the difference between big and small, many and few, long and short,
plus learning about basic colors all explained through colorful photos of mighty machines from fast cars to huge dump
trucks. Children will also have fun turning all nine books over to complete a picture puzzle. Also available in this series: Tractors and Farm Trucks - Airplanes and Spacecraft - Rescue and Emergency Vehicles
Simple explanation of the launch and journey of a space shuttle.
This text provides information about tractors, including Amazing Facts sections, running glossaries and detailed
annotation. It contains artworks which compare the tractors and the jobs they do with familiar everyday objects.
Addresses the need for agriculture to feed a growing global population with a reduced environmental footprint while
adapting to and mitigating the effects of changing climate. The authors expand the customary discussion of innovation in
terms of supply driven R&D to focus on the returns to investors and most importantly, the value to end-users. Lessons
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from the book can be applied to private and public sectors by agri-business professionals, NGO leaders, agricultural and
development researchers and those funding innovation and agriculture.
More mighty machines in full color for the kids who love them.
Discover the largest, fastest and weirdest vehicles in this great new series. With fantastic action photographs, each title
details a different type of vehicle
A twister strikes Farmer Brown's farm and mixes the animals all up, so that the cows oinked, sheep clucked, hens
brayed, and his hound neighed.
Farmer uses his tractor, Ol' Partner, to do all of his important farm chores, including planting, cultivating, and harvesting.
Bomber aircraft are important to militaries around the world that need to destroy large targets. Readers will learn what
makes these aircraft bombers, their capabilities, crewmembers, and much more. Big full-bleed photographs, new
glossary terms, and a close up look at an aircraft will keep readers wanting more! Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
Pete and Paul the pigs love food, especially snacks and sweets. But Tractor Mac knows there is a better way to eat, and
that it can even be fun, too: buying food from the farmers' market! So Tractor Mac and friends visit the local farmers'
market, pick out a variety of fresh fruits and vegetables, and cook up a big, healthy feast.
If your child likes tractors and diggers, they'll love this illustrated children's book. It is the easiest and safest way to get
close to these extra-large machines. From exciting vintage tractors and farming machines to the latest state-of-the-art
John Deere, Total Tractor presents these mighty machines in all their glory. Travel through time with the pictures of
tractors through the ages. Discover historic steam engines in fascinating detail and follow their development right up to
the present day. See more than just the tractors and farm machinery that grow our food, as you explore the different
types and uses of tractors, such as the bulldozers and diggers in the city and the giant saw-wielding forestry tractors.
Total Tractor reveals essential facts and stats including pulling power, tyre size, and much more. Large scale, big
pictures of tractors reveal the intricate parts of the machine and a driver's-eye view puts you in the cab. See tractors in
action ploughing, planting, building and breaking, plus step into the world of tractor competitions and find out how to win
at tractor pulling.
From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. After a long day of work, Farmer Joe goes home to bed. But
meanwhile, back at the barn . . . Cow sets up her drums. Pig plugs in his amp. Goat tunes his bass. Chicken sets up her
keyboards. And Sheep checks the microphone. They are Punk Farm and tonight they're ready to ROCK! With adorable
farm animals - and a surprise tribute to Old MacDonald - this rollicking tale is sure to have kids cheering--and
singing--along.
Up for almost any job, a tractor is a dependable farmhand. This field machine plows, plants, and bales hay, among other
things. It also lets many different pieces of farm equipment hitch a ride. The powerful tractors rolling through this book will
pull along beginning readers.
Following his well-received books in this ‘In Detail’ series on the Ferguson TE20 and the Massey Ferguson 35 & 65 models,
author Michael Thorne turns his attention to the outstandingly successful and well-loved 100 Series of tractors. Of the 100 range,
the most popular was and remains the 135. Half a million 135s were built at Massey Ferguson’s factory in Coventry alone, with
production overseas on top of this figure. Another big success was the larger, more powerful 165, with nearly 200,000 sold. This
model, like the 135, is among the most popular and sought-after classic tractors today, although many 135s and 165s are still in
active use around the world, in spite of their age. The 100 range included a great number of other models, and in addition to the
135 and 165, which are given in-depth treatment here, important models described in detail are the 130, 148 Super-Spec, 168,
175, 185 and 188 Super-Spec. There is an extensive chapter on the implements available for the range, and another on
conversions. Featuring 290 illustrations including detailed specially-commissioned colour photography of outstanding examples of
100 Series tractors, Massey Ferguson 100 Series In Detail offers an unrivaled store of knowledge for the owners and enthusiasts
who care passionately about these tractors, and serves as a tribute to the people who made them.
All kids visiting the countryside are fascinated by the tractors and farm machinery they see working in the fields. This convenient
storage case contains nine mini books that children will want to return to time and again. Each book is designed to inspire
children's interest in early learning concepts, including telling the difference between big and small, many and few, long and short,
plus learning about basic colors all explained through colorful photos of tractors and farm equipment. Children will also have fun
turning all nine books over to complete a picture puzzle. Also available in this series: - Rescue and Emergency Vehicles Airplanes and Spacecraft - Mighty Machines
Vroom, zoom, what's driving across these colorful pages? Race cars zip round the track, trains crisscross the county, airplanes
glide, and fire trucks rush to the rescue. Preschoolers will love the cool variety of vehicles on the move here, from motorcycles,
vans, and helicopters to dune buggies, boats, and rocket ships.
Clank! Rattle! Bang! Who's making all that noise? Backhoe Loader, reporting for duty. Cleaning up a mess? Easy as pie. Make
that a mud pie. RRRRRM! RRRRRM! Who wants to be clean when it's so much fun being dirty? Clunk! I just LOVE my job!
In this fabulous, fact-packed and intensely visual encyclopedia, John Carroll charts the extraordinary history of the machines and
their manufacturers from the early days of the J.I.Case Threshing Machine Company and its experimental gasoline tractor of 1892,
to the JCB Fastrac, one of the numerous state-of-the-art machines now on the market. Each piece of machinery is illustrated with
fascinating archive material or full-color photography, and the informative text includes specification boxes and a detailed
mechanical profile.
This convenient storage case contains nine little books that children will want to return to time and again. Each book is designed to
inspire children’s interest in early learning concepts, including telling the difference between big and small, many and few, long
and short, plus learning about basic colors all explained through colorful photos of rescue and emergency vehicles. Children will
also have fun turning all nine books over to complete a picture puzzle. Also available in this series: - Tractors and Farm Trucks Airplanes and Spacecraft - Mighty Machines
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Truck-obsessed toddlers will want to make the diggers, tractors, fire engines, and more featured in this fun-filled construction tale
part of their nightly bedtime routines! Discover what bedtime looks like for the snowplows, dump trucks, giant cranes, and more
that dot the pages of this irresistible construction story. Just like you and me, the vehicles in this story get tuckered out after a long
day of hard work and need to quiet down and settle in for sweet dreams. Young readers will surely identify as these trucks ask for
one more story while their parents sing them a goodnight song and send them off to bed. With a sweet rhyme scheme and an
illustration style that’s perfect for nighttime rituals, Where Do Diggers Sleep at Night? and its things-that-go companions—Where
Do Steam Trains Sleep At Night?, Where Do Jet Planes Sleep At Night?, Where Do Speedboats Sleep at Night?, and Where Do
Diggers Celebrate Christmas?—will leave vehicle-loving kids snuggled up and satisfied.
Describes a variety of trucks used for work and recreation, including monster trucks, flatbed trucks, tractor-trailers, and transporter
trucks, as well as some of the skills needed to build, maintain, and drive such vehicles.
Offers an introduction to the features and uses of fire engines.
This exciting sound book is packed with things that work in the fields and on the farm, such as tractors, balers, and much more. With bright
colors, appealing photographs, and a fun tractor chugging sound, this sturdy board book is full of farming action!
Looks at a wide array of powerful vehicles, including bicycles, motorcycles, cars, trucks, trains, tractors, and massive construction equipment.
Fans of cars and trucks books such as Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site can count down from ten to one as they follow ten tractors
and their busy day working on the farm. 10 little tractors ready for the day. Shift into gear—Brummmm! Now they're on their way. With each
page-turn of this sturdy, action-packed board book, young readers can count all the busy tractors down from ten to one. Along the way, they'll
learn all the things a tractor does on the farm—harvesting, hauling hay and feed, and lifting heavy loads. It's a cheerful and easy way to
introduce life on the farm, with noisy words on every page to read aloud together—perfect for all little vehicle and farm fans. And look for 10
Little Excavators, coming in February 2022.
Your resource for best texts and best practices! Kathy Barclay and Laura Stewart have written the book that teachers like you have been
pleading for—a resource that delivers the “what I need to know ” to engage kids in a significant amount of informational text reading
experiences. No filler, no lofty ideals about college and career readiness, but instead, the information on how to find lesson-worthy texts and
create developmentally appropriate instructional plans that truly help young readers comprehend grade-level texts. What you’ll love most:
The how-to’s on selecting informational texts High-impact comprehension strategies Model text lessons and lesson plan templates An
annotated list of 449 informational texts
Total Tractor! is all about tractors--from exciting vintage tractors and farming machines to the latest state-of-the-art John Deere. Galleries of
colorful tractors of every kind and all their amazing attachments are interspersed with stunning images of tractors in action. There's a
complete history of tractors from steam tractor to diesel, and many makes, such as Massey Ferguson, are shown in fascinating detail. Crazy
contests such as tractor pulling are also featured. Total Tractor! is the must-read book for any child who is passionate about tractors.
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